
Jean MacLane  

Looking at pictures by Jean MacLane makes' people feel good. All the intellectual elements abound 
to transport the connoisseur: flawless draftsmanship, vibrant colors, and ingenious composition. 
Beyond that, however, goes the exuberance she brings to painting her subject matter, which 
centers on women and children. So genuine is her pleasure that she convinces members of  the worn 
old human race that it can yet be beautiful and new. 

Myrtle MacLane had decided that the name given her when she was born in Chicago on 
September 14, 1878 would never do for the artist she was certain of  becoming, and so the young 
girl changed into Jean MacLane (alternatively spelled "McLane" into the 1920s). Her home-
town furnished her mid-teens with the artistic wonderland that was the World's Columbian Exposition, 
where the encouraging Woman's Building featured murals by Mary Cassatt and Mary Fairchild 
MacMonnies. John Vanderpoel was her chief  instructor at the Art Institute of  Chicago, from which 
she graduated in 1897. Impressionism, which from its early notoriety had by now grown so 
established that it was taught in art schools, would remain the basis of  her varying styles. 
Although she could hardly become one of  the "Duveneck boys" who followed their master through 
Europe, Frank Duveneck treated her as teacher's pet when she came to Cincinnati. Around the 
turn of  the century she settled permanently in New York City, where she studied next under 
William Merritt Chase. Among the first to buy one of  her pictures, he predicted that "some of  the 
work of  Jean MacLane will later be as much admired as are the works of  the best English 
painters of  like subjects.” 

John Christen Johansen, her admirer since Myrtle days, married Jean MacLane on October 5, 1905. 
His education as a painter had recently included the Acadèmie Julian in Paris plus a brief  stint with 
James A. M. Whistler, while earlier studies paralleled hers at the Art Institute of  Chicago, 
and then under Duveneck at Cincinnati. Copenhagen had been Johansen's birthplace on 
November 25, 1876, before he was brought to Chicago as an infant. The newlyweds set 
themselves up in the first of  their adjoining yet separate studios in New York and wherever else they 
painted together. Summers would be spent in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, and any sizable payment 
could send them off  instantly on an extended sojourn in Europe. Their mutual specialty was 
portraiture. 

Nearly all the painters of  their era made portraits, which provided the livelihood that teaching does today. 
Of  course some painters preferred portraits to landscapes, still lifes, or other branches of  the art. 
What headed such artists in that direction was a natural fascination with the human spirit as 
revealed through its bodily form. Although attempting to capture the expected likeness of  the sitter, 
they also tried to catch the inner self. Required was not only a talent for the métier, but also an 
instinct for character, as well as the intelligence to explore the subject's interests. Talent, instinct, and 
intelligence seem a fair description of  Jean MacLane.  

While her husband painted men, his wife portrayed women and children, despite exceptions as in 
her 1933 picture of  actor William Gillette in the collection of  the American Academy and Institute 
of  Arts and Letters, to which she had been elected two years earlier. Her portraits entered a special 
achievement; women strove not to show forth individuality, but to exemplify femininity. Similarly, 
children have not yet acquired their own personalities fully, so that the quality sought from them is the 
spontaneity of  youth. While a woman such as Frances Perkins, Secretary of  the U. S. Department of  
Labor, which owns the likeness, could be painted in 1934 for her accomplishments, portraits of  women 
and children tended to be decorative.  



Painters paint all the time, for even when not holding a brush, they are at least wondering in the 
back of  their minds how they would paint every sight they see. Jean MacLane's predilection for the 
human form in decorative terms dominated no less her works that are not strictly portraits. 
Women and children fill such early canvases as her series of  New York street scenes. Duveneck's 
dutiful disciple adopted the dramatic realism derived from his Munich training. Reminiscent also of  the 
illustrations of  N. C. Wyeth, these pictures almost tell a story.  

Quickly her paintings emerged into the open air that the art of  the young century was breathing. 
White—the hardest color to handle since it is all colors—she conquered no less than other 
translucent hues that elicit freshness. Water was often a cleansing symbol in the shape of  sea or bath 
or fountain. Because her figures were decorative, each received a stylish elegance whether rich or 
poor. Soon after beginning this middle period, she produced a daughter Margaret and then a 
son John, who evidently spent the better part of  their childhood posing. In 1912 her husband and 
she were among the 27 artists that founded the National Association of  Portrait Painters, which 
gave annual shows of  their works, only just becoming appreciated for more than the fame of  the 
sitters. When a group of  philanthropists commissioned eight American portraitists, including the couple, 
to depict 22 Allied leaders from World War I, she contributed the lone likeness of  a woman, 
Elisabeth, Queen of  the Belgians, which is today in the Smithsonian Institution's National 
Museum of  American Art.  

By necessity her portraits could not wander too far afield, yet her passion to arrange figures into 
decorative compositions reached dizzying heights in her personal painting. Amid geometrical 
abstractions of  rocks and hills, human forms ceased to strike purposeful poses. From her early genre 
work she had progressed to pure beauty. Possibly because she had pushed her search to its limits, she 
stopped painting at World War II. Her long list of  important exhibitions had been matched by the 
many prestigious awards garnered throughout her career. In 1912 the National Academy of  
Design had made her an associate and a full academician in 1926. Her paintings belonged to 
the museums of  Chicago, Indianapolis, Syracuse, and Toledo.  

During their last years the Johansens lived in their daughter's home at New Canaan, Connecticut. Aged 
85, Jean MacLane died on January 23, 1964. Bereft of  his partner from the studio next door, her husband 
finished his final portrait at age 87. His death followed hers by five months to the day. 
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